ANALYSIS OF 8 CRITERIA IMPACT
HOW DOES...
Protection, safety
and security, social
cohesion

IMPACT ON...

Protection,
safety and
security and
Social
cohesion

People may have to travel
long distances to access
services, exposing
themselves to protection
risk. $Negaitve coping
behaviours may be adpted in
times of food shortage, such
as survival sex.

Adequate
standard of
living

Security concerns
and restrictions on
freedom of
movement can
affect access to
services and food

Access to job
creation/
economic
opportunities

Security concerns and
restirction on freedom
of movement can
hinder employement
opportunities and
economic activity
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Adequate standard
of living

Access to education
can enable subsequent
access to employment
or economic activity

Access to job
creation/economic
opportunities

Housing, land
and property

Children may be exposed to
exploitation and abuse in the
workplace. $People might
engage in economic activity
that puts them at risk e.g.
cultivating in an area where
there are UXOs

Forced eviction can
expose evictees to
numerous protection
risks

Children's engaged in employment
or economic activity may be a
reason for dropping out/not
attending school. $Inability to earn
money might mean services are
unaffordable. $inability to earn
money will negatively impact on
food consumption. $inability to
earn money affects people's ability
to have an adequate standard of
housing.

Forced eviction can
impact on people's
ability to access
food/services

Those without secure
tenure may be unalbe
to cultivate the land
that they occupy
$those without secure
tenure may be unable
to obtain credit/loans

Access to
effective remedies
and justice

Participation in
public affairs

Access to
documentation

People without
documents may be
more exposed to
violence, abuse and
exploitation (e.g being
detained at
checkpoints, or being
asked to pay bribes).

Compensation/restit
ution for human
rights abuses can
assist in raising
standard of living
(housing, food etc)

Family
reunification

UASC and
vulnerable separated
adults will likely be
exposed to
protection risks if
they are not reunified
with their families

Those without
documents may not
be able to access
servics, particularly
education $Those
without
documentation may
face problems
accessing food
distributions or cash
transfers

Low level of
participation in
decision-making,
and/or ineligibility to
vote can potentially
have adverse impacts
on all other criteria

Refugees may have
to obtain work
permits
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TEMPLATE VII: LINKAGES BETWEEN CRITERIA

Housing, land
and property

People may not be
able to return to their
place of origin due to
security concerns or
restrictions on freedom
of movement.
$threatened or actual
violence may force
people off their land
$insecurity may
prevent return to area
of origin

Access to
effective
remedies and
justice

Security concerns and
restrictions on freedom
of movement may
hider people's ability to
access relevant
mechanisms

Participation in
public affairs

People may fear that
their engagement in
public decision making
may expose them to
violence and
intimidation $People
may be prevented from
voting due to security
concerns or
restrictions on freedom
of movement.
$intimidation and
threats of violence may
prevent people from
voting

Access to
documentation

Family
reunification
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Security concerns and
restrictions on FoM
can impact upon
people's ability to
travel to registration
sites

Security concerns and
restrictions on FoM
night mean that family
reunification is not
possible

People's ability to live
somewhere is affected
by their access to food
and services

Inability to earn money
hinders ability to pay
rent/purchase property
$inability to access
services/food may leade
to people moving

Inability to earn money may
hinder people's ability to
access relevant mechanisms
and obtain a remedy for
human rights abuses

Remedies
provided may
include restitution
of housing, land
and property

Being in
possession of
documents
providing
ownership/tenancy
gives people
stronger security
of tenure

People who have
lost HLP will feel
more compelled to
access mechanisms
to obtain remedies

People will need to
prove their legal
identity in order to
access mechanisms
providing remedies
for human rights
violations.
People will likely
require personal
documents in order
to be able to vote.

If people are abe to
access services without
obtaining documents
they will less inclined to
obtain documents

Inability to earn money
may make the costs of
registration and
obtaining documents
unnafordable

There may be
adverse impacs in
all criteria for
UASC and
vulnerable
separated aduls if
they are not
reunited with their
families

Those without secure
tenure will be unable
to obtain documents
to prove ownership/
tenancy

Slow level of
participation in
decision-making,
and/or ineligibility to
vote can potentially
have adverse impacts
on all other criteria

Security concerns
and restrictions on
FoM night mean that
family reunification is
not possible
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